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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of best approximation by polynomial splines has been the 
subject of a substantial number of papers over the past fifteen years; see, 
e.g., [l, 2, 5, 9-19, 22-321. These papers discuss all of the usual 
approximation questions, including existence, characterization, uniqueness, 
strong uniqueness, the existence of selections, and computational methods. 
Much of the theory has been extended to the class of Tchebychehian 
splines. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a similar theory for more general 
classes of spline functions. In this paper we deal only with the case of fixed 
knots, and with the uniform and &-norms. It turns out that in order to get 
results analogous to those for polynomial splines, the right class of 
generalized spines to look at consists of those spline spaces which have a 
certain interlacing property connected with the solvability of interpolation 
problems. A complete characterization of such spline spaces was recently 
given in [13]. 
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In the remainder of this section we 
introduce the generalized spline spaces of interest. In Section 2 we treat 
uniform approximation by such splines. In Section 3 we discuss uniform 
approximation with an important class of splines called generalized 
Tchebycheffian splines. These were recently introduced and studied in 
[14]. In Section 4 we consider best approximation in the L,-norm, and 
give some applications to moment problems. We close the paper with a 
section containing remarks, and with references. 
We now introduce the spline spaces of interest. Let a = x0 < x1 < . . . < 
X k+ 1 = b. Then A = {xl}: partitions the interval [a, b] into k + 1 sub- 
intervals Zi= [xi, xi+ i), i= 0 ,..., k- 1 and Zk = [xk, xk+ 1]. For each 
i = 0 ,..., k suppose that Ui = span { ql ,..., u~,~,} z C(Zi) are Tchebycheff 
spaces. Finally, suppose that 
r= {Tij:O<i<j<k} (1.1) 
rij= {(_yf, yf)}$l, (1.2) 
where the _yf and # are linear functionals defined on Ui and Vi, respec- 
tively. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A, U,, ,..., U,, and r be as above. Then we define 
S( ucl,..., Uk;r;A)={s:[a,b]+R:si=sI,,~Ui, 
i = 0 ,..., k and y$si = Yp sj, v = l,..., rij, 
forallO<i<j<k}. (1.3) 
We call S a space of generalized splines. 
Clearly S is a linear space of functions whose pieces are drawn from the 
various spaces UO,..., U,. The linear functional pairs in rii describe how the 
ith and jth pieces of the spline are tied together. 
The following theorem identifies the dimension of S. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that for each j= 1, 2,..., k, the matrix 
has full rank rj, where rj = roj+ *.. + rjP l,j. Then 
dimS=n,+ i (nj-rj). 
j=l 
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Similarly, suppose that for each j = O,..., k - 1, the matrix 
A,: = [:+,I withAG= [1”1;, :I; ::::1 
has full rank Fj, where Fj = rjk + . . . + rj+j + 1. Then 
k-l 
dimS=n,+ 1 (ni-?j). 
j=O 
Discussion. For a proof of this result see [13, 231. The integer rj gives 
the number of conditions which tie the spline in the jth interval to all 
previous pieces. Similarly, the integer fj gives the number of conditions 
which tie the spline in the jth interval to all following pieces. 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 
1.2 are satisfied. We now introduce a basis of one-sided splines 
this connection, it is convenient to introduce the notation 
mj=nj-rj, 
+ll=n,-F,, 
j = O,..., k (r. = 7, = 0). 
In terms of this notation, we have 
dimS= i mv= i 6,. 
v=o v=o 
for S. In 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
THEOREM 1.3. There exists a basis of splines {B,};! ,,y.=, for S with the 
property that for all i = l,..., k, 
B,(x) ~0 on [a, xi), j= l,..., mi. (1.6) 
We call this a right-sided basis for S. Similarly, there exists a left-sided basis 
for S consisting of splines (Bii},?! ,szo with the property that for ail 
i = l,..., k, 
B,(x)=0 on (xi+,, b], j= l,..., fii,. (1.7) 
Discussion. The assertion about right-sided splines is established in 
Theorem 11.7 of [23]. The construction of a basis of left-sided splines 
is similar. For later use, we note that for each 0 <id k, if 
Xi< ti, < ... < ti,m,<Xi+l are given points, then we can construct the basis 
such that 
det(B&ti,,))yj=l #O. (1.8) 
A similar assertion holds for the left-sided spline basis. 
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We now introduce some subspaces of S of interest. For any 
O<i<j<k+ 1, let 
s, = SI [X,,X,)? (1.9) 
Sg = {s E S: s(x) = 0 for all x E [xi, xi)}. (1.10) 
Then for any O<i<j<k+ 1, 




j- 1 j-2 
nU=dimSii=ni+ c m,=nj-r+ c fii,. 
v=i+l v=i 
(1.12) 
In particular (cf. [ 13]), 
i-l 
noi=n0+ C m,, (1.13) 
v=l 
k-l 
nj,k + 1 =n,+ C fi,, (1.14) 
"=j 
k 




nj,k+ 1 = c k (1.16) 
“=O 
and thus 
dim S=no,+n~,=ni,,+, +nF,+,. (1.17) 
Throughout this paper we are going to restrict our attention to spaces of 
generalized splines which satisfy a certain interlacing property. In order to 
define this property, we need a little more notation. 
DEFINITION 1.4. If S= span{s, ..., s,} is an n-dimensional inear space 
defined on [a, b] and a < t, < t, < .*. < t, < 6, then we say that 
T= {t 1 ,..., tn) is poised with respect o S provided that 
= det(.sj(ti)&, 1 # 0. (1.18) 
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The importance of this concept is that if a point set T is poised with 
respect o S, then we can perform unique interpolation to arbitrary data at 
this set of points. 
DEFINITION 1.5. An n-dimensional generalized spline space S is said to 
possess the interlacing property provided that a set of points t, < . . < t, is 
poised (with respect o S) if and only if it satisfies the interlacing condition 
in- n,,~+~<Xi<tng,,+I~ i= 1, 2 ,..., k. (1.19) 
It will be convenient to rephrase the interlacing condition ( 1.19). 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall use the notation 
N,(T) = number of points of T lying in Z, (1.20) 
whenever I is a subinterval of [a, b] and T is a set of points lying in [a, b]. 
LEMMA 1.6. A set of points T = { t, < . . < t, ) satisfies the interlacing 
condition ( 1.19) if and only if 
j- 1 
Nlru..l[,)(T)~n-nj,k+l= C GZ”, (1.21) 
(1.22) 
,for j= l,..., k. Moreover, if T satisfies the interlacing condition, then 
N(y,,.x,j( T, a tn - nOi - nl,k + 1 ) -(i k ) + - m,,- C fit, (1.23) 
“=I II = j + 
for all 1 < i <j 6 k. 
ProoJ: The result follows easily from (1. 1 1 )-( 1.17). m 
Spaces of generalized splines which possess the interlacing property also 
possess several other important properties. The following theorem is the 
main result of [ 131. 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose that S G C[a, b] is a generalized spline space. 
Then S has the interlacing property if and only if 
S is a Weak Tchebycheff space, (1.24) 
JbdZ(s)(Qnt forallsESz,O<i<jdk+l, (1.25) 
dim(S& n sz,k +, I= (n - no, - nq,k + 1 I+ , 1 <p<q<k. (1.26) 
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Here 
Z(s)= {XE [a, b]:s(x)=O), 
bdZ(s) = boundary ofthe set Z(s) in [a, b], 
IbdZ(s)l =number ofpoints in bdZ(s). 
We shall also need the following lemma (see [ 13, 25, 261): 
(1.27) 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose S is an n-dimensional generalized spline space which 
is contained in C[a, b] and which satisfies (1.24), (1.25). Then 
S; is a Weak-Tchebycheff space, all 0 < i <j < k + l(l.28) 
%inSiqk+l is a Weak-Tchebycheff space, 1 d i <j 6 k. (1.29) 
We can now show that the subspace S, has nice properties. 
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose the generalized sph’ne space S has the interlacing 
property. Then for every 1 < i < j< k + 1, the subspace S, also has the 
interlacing property. 
Proof: Suppose S has the interlacing property. Then by Theorem 1.7, S 
is a Weak-Tchebycheff space. Now Theorem 2.40 of [23] assures that S, is 
also a Weak-Tchebycheff space. We now show that S, also satisfies the rest 
of the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7. We begin with (1.25). 
Let i<p<q<j, and let 
SE(S~$&= {gESii:g=O on [x,,x,]}. 
We can extend s to a spline 5~ SFy. We assume S(x;) and S(xj) are nonzero. 
The other cases are similar. Now for each v =j ,..., k, let x, < tv,, < . . . < 
t v.m,,<xv+ I be the points where (1.8) holds. For each v = O,..., i- 1, let 
x,<ivl< ... <iv,A,<x,+l be similar points for the left-sided splines. Then 
by adding linear combinations of these one-sided splines, we can find 
5 E S& with precisely fi,, separated zeros in (x,,, x, + , ) for v = 0 ,..., i - 1 and 
m, separated zeros in (x,, x,+ ,) for v =j ,..., k. This implies 
1-l 
Ibd~o,blZ(~)l 2 Ibd~.x,,.K,~Z(~N + 1 %+ 5 m,. 
V=O “=j 
(1.30) 
Now using (1.25) for S and observing that 
i- 1 k 
dim(S,)$,+ 1 Gz,+ c m,,>n,O,, 
V=O “=j 
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we conclude that 
We have shown that S, satisfies condition (1.25) of Theorem 1.7. 
To conclude the proof of the theorem, we now show that S, also satisfies 
condition (1.26) of Theorem 1.7. Let i + 1 6p < q 6j-- 1. Then using (1.26) 
for S, we see that 
dim(S,,)~n(S,)Z),.=dim{sESii:s-Oon [x,,xP]u[xq,xj]} 
=dimS~~nS~,k+,=(n-no,-n,k+,)+ 
Now using Lemma 3.2 of [ 131, we have 
n - nOp - %,k + I 
We conclude that 
dim(S,)Ln(S,)O,.=(n,-n,,-nqj)+. 1 
We shall use Theorem 1.9 to determine when a set T, of ni, points 
x;< t, < . . . < t,,,, < x, is poised with respect o S,,. Indeed, by the interlac- 
ing property, T, is poised precisely when 
i.e., 
t ?I,, VP, < x,, -=I tfle + 1 2 p=i+ l,...,j- 1, (1.31) 
/L -- I 
N[.Y,,.xp)(Tij) 2 nfj- np, = C G, 
v=j 
Jo I p= i+ l,...,j- 1. (1.32) 
NC x,,.r,](Tij) 3 n;, - n,, = C mu 
Y’fi 
The following lemma shows that if a spline e in S, has nv zeros (counting 
double zeros twice) and if these zeros properly interlace the knots of the 
spline, then e must be identically zero. 
LEMMA 1.10. Suppose rhat z1 d . . . Q zny are points in [xi, x,] with at 
most two z’s equal and such that (1.31) holds. Suppose that e E S, is a spline 
with e(z,) = 0, u = l,..., nij such that when z, = z,+ 1, e has no sign change at 
z, . Then e = 0. 
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Proof We show that assuming e $ 0 on [xi, xi] leads to a contradic- 
tion. Let 6 > 0 be sufficiently small so that 
Z”o-““,+~<X”<Z,,“+*-~, v = i+ l,...,j- 1, 
and such that e maintains one sign throughout the interval [z, - 6, z, + S] 
whenever VED, where D={v:z~=z,+~}. We now define 2= 
{ 5, < . . . < Z,,} with 
2, = 
i 
z, + 4 V-BED, 
Z “3 otherwise. 
If e has no isolated double zero, then the nontrivial spline e vanishes on the 
set 2 which by construction is poised with respect to the spline space S,, 
and we have a contradiction. Now if e has an isolated double zero, we can 
find a nontrivial g E S, such that 
VED*, 
otherwise, 
where 6, is the sign of e near z, for VE D* = {VE D: e(z,-6). 
e(z,+b)>O}. Now let 
e=V$;*min{le(z,+S)], ]e(z,-S)I) 
and define & = e + &g/2 ]lglj. Clearly & is nontrivial and has a set 
2= {zA1 < ... <Z*,,) of zeros in [xi, xj] which is poised with respect o S,. 
This contradiction establishes the lemma. 1 
2. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION BY GENERALIZED SPLINES 
Throughout this section we assume that SZ C[a, b] is a space of 
generalized splines satisfying the interlacing property. Givenfc C[a, b], we 
say that s E S is a best approximation off from S provided that 
for all g E S, (2.1) 
where 1). )I denotes the usual maximum norm. Since S is a finite-dimen- 
sional linear space, it follows that each f~ C[a, b] has at least one best 
approximation. As is usually the case with uniform best approximation, in 
order to give a characterization of best approximations it is convenient to 
introduce the concept of alternation. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let g E C[a, 61, and suppose that 
4 - 1 )‘g(t,) = II gll, r = 1, 2,..., p (2.2) 
for some a<l,<... <t,<b and EE{-l,l}. Then we say that 
T= {f,,..., f,,} is a set of alternating extreme points (A-points) for g. If the 
interval IC [a, b] contains at least two alternating extreme points, then we 
count the number of alternations of g in I by 
A,(g) = max{p: there exists p + 1 alternating extreme points 
of g in the interval I}. (2.3) 
If I does not contain two alternating extreme points, we write AI(g) = 0. 
Our next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a spline to 
be a best approximation. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ,fE C[a, b]. Then a spline s E S is a best 
approximation of ,f if and only iffor some 0 d i <j < k + 1, 
il I,,. T,] (.f- S) 3 nij. (2.4) 
Proof Suppose that s satisfies (2.4): to be specific, suppose 
x,<t,< ..’ <tn,+* < x, are A-points off-s. Now suppose that g is a bet- 
ter approximation off than s. Then 
4 - 1 )‘U- g)(tr) 6 llf- A/ < IV- s/l = 4 - 1 )‘(f- s)(tr) 
for r=l ,..., no + 1 with E E { - 1, 1 }. It follows that E( - l)‘(s -g)(t,) < 0, 
r = I,..., n,-+ 1, and thus s-g has at least nq sign changes in [xi, x,]. But 
this is a contradiction since as we saw in Theorem 1.9, S, is an n,- 
dimensional Weak-Tchebycheff space. We conclude that s must be a best 
approximation of J: 
We now establish the converse. Since S is a Weak-Tchebycheff space, by 
a well-known result of Jones and Karlovitz [6], there exists a spline s* 
such that f- s* has at least n + 1 alternating extreme points in the interval 
[a, b]. Starting with these points, we can find 0 6 i < j < k + 1 and a set 
T= {t,,..., t,y+ 1 ) of A-points of f-s* lying in the interval [xi, x,] such 
that no proper subinterval [xP, xy] of [xi, x,] has more than np4 points of 
T in it. Then it is easy to check that 
NC ~,,JT)>n~-n,j+ 1 
Nx,,xjl(T)>ni,-n,+ 1 
p=i+ l,...,j- 1. (2.5) 
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Then (cf. (1.32) 
the sets {t, ,..., t, _, , t, + i ,..., t,,+ i } are poised with respect o 
sij for all choices of p = l,..., nY + 1, (2.6) 
and hence S is a Haar space on T. Coupling this with the fact that S, is a 
Weak-Tchebycheff space, we conclude that s* is a unique best 
approximation from S on the set T. 
Now suppose that s is any best approximation off from S on [a, h]. 
Since 
tif-'dT6 /if-+z,b]= IIf-s*I/[,,b]= Ilf-s*ii7., (2.7) 
we see that s is also a best approximation off from S on T. It follows that s 
and s* coincide on the set T. But since (2.6) asserts that the set { ti ,..., t,,} 
is poised with respect o S,, we conclude that s and s* coincide throughout 
the interval [xi, xi]. Now since s* alternates nv times on I, we have shown 
that s must do the same, and the theorem is established. 1 
We now turn to the question of uniqueness. In general, a function 
f E C[a, b] may have several best approximations from S. Our first result 
shows that associated with f there is a set I, on which all of them must 
agree. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f E C[a, b]. Then there exists a uniquely defined set I, 
on which all best approximations off from S must coincide. We call If the 
uniqueness set forJ: 
Proof: We have already shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that there 
exists some interval [xi, x,] on which all best approximations off coincide. 
We simply take 1, to be the union of all such intervals. 1 
Our next result deals with the concept of strong uniqueness. Given a 
function f E C[a, b], we say that s E S is a strongly unique approximation of 
f provided that there exists a constant K,>O such that 
llf-sll 2 Ilf-$11 +Kylig-sll for all g E S. (2.8) 
In order to characterize strong uniqueness for generalized spline 
approximation, we first state a general result from 1121. To this end we 
need some additional notation. Given 4 E C[a, b], we say that an ordered 
sequence of subsets T, < T2 < ... < TP of [a, b] is a sequence of alternating 
extreme sets (A-sets) for 4 provided that for E E { - 1, l}, 
4 - 1 )V(t) = II411 for all t E T,, i = l,..., p. (2.9) 
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If G is an n-dimensional subspace of C[a, b] and T, < ... < T, is a 
sequence of subsets of [a, b], then we say that this sequence is poised with 
respect to G provided that there exist points t,~ T;, i = l,..., n such that 
{t ,,..., t,} is poised with respect o G. This means that if g, ,..., g, is a basis 
for G, then det( gi( t,)) # 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be an n-dimensional Weak-Tchebycheff subspace of 
C[a, b] and let f~ C[a, b]\G. Then gE G is a strongly unique best 
approximation off from G tf and only tf for some m >, 1 there exists a 
sequence of sets T, < . ‘. < T,,+, in [a, b] such that 
T Tn+,n I ,..., is a sequence of alternating extreme sets for 
f-s; (2.10) 
for some 16 k, < ’ . . < k, 6 n + m, Tk, ,..., Tk, is a sequence 
of A-sets for f - g which is poised with respect to G; (2.11) 
everyset I<v,<‘*. < v, _ 1 6 n + m has the property that 
if T,,,..., TV”-,, TYP is a poised sequence with respect to G 
for some ndp<n+m (where {v < ... <v 
v _ } ) then thnere is soml1’,“! q I {1,2,...,n+m}\{v,,..., n , , 
n + m with p + q odd such that T “,,..., T, “-,, Tyq is Gso’a 
poised sequence for G. (2.12) 
We can now give a characterization theorem for strong uniqueness for 
generalized spline approximation. 
THEOREM 2.5. The spline s E S is a strongly unique best approximation of 
f E C[a, b]\S if and only if 
A,a,bl(f - 4 3 n, (2.13) 
A Cxo,x,j(f - 3) 3 n - nj,k + I for all 1 <j 6 k, (2.14) 
A ~X,.xk+,l(f - 4 2 n - noi for all 1 d i 6 k, (2.15) 
A(.xt,.y,j(f-ss) 3 n -nOi- nj,k+ I forall l<i<j<k. (2.16) 
Proof Suppose s is a strongly unique best approximation of J Then 
applying Theorem 2.4, there must be some m 2 1 and a sequence of sets 
T,<T,< ... <T,,+, in [a, b] satisfying (2.10)-(2.12). Condition (2.10) 
implies (2.13). suppose now that Tk,,..., Tk, is a sequence of A-sets for f - s 
which is poised with respect o S. We now show that (2.14)-(2.16) holds. 
Suppose that (2.14) fails: in particular, suppose that f-s has 
r<n-n,k+, A-points in [x0, x,) for some 1 <j< k. This means that all 
but r of the sets T, ,..., T,,,, lie in (x,, x~+~]. Now consider {vl ,..., v,_~} 
= {k2,..., k,} d an v,=k,. Then for any q#p with n<q<n+m, all but 
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r - 1 of the sets T “,,..., T “,-,, TV, lie in (xi, xk+ 1]. It follows from condition 
(1.21) that this sequence of sets can never be poised. We have shown that 
(2.12) fails, and this contradiction establishes (2.14). The proof of (2.15) 
(2.16) is similar. 
We now establish the converse. Suppose that (2.13)-(2.16) hold. By 
(2.13) f-s has at least n+ 1 A-points in [a, b]. Suppose that 
11 < ..* <t,+, are A-points and that there is no larger set of A-points. Set 
to= -00, tn+m+1 = 00, and with 8 = f - s define 
T,= {tE [a, b]: tipI < t<ti+l and O(t)=O(t,)) (2.17) 
for i = l,..., n + m. We now verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4. 
We begin by checking (2.11). We shall show that there exists a set of A- 
points F= {T1< .** <I,}& T= (t,< ... <t,+,) such that T is poised 
with respect o S. First we claim that there exists an interval [xi, xi] and a 
set of n, A-points TV G T such that (1.32) is satisfied. Indeed, we may take 
[xi, xj] to be the uniqueness interval constructed in Theorem 2.2, and 
define T,. to be the set which results when we drop the first point of the set 
T appearing in the proof of that theorem. Then the condition (2.5) assures 
that T, satisfies condition (1.32) which in turn implies that To is poised 
with respect to S,. Thus if i = 0 and j = k + 1, we have established (2.11). 
Suppose now that the uniqueness interval [xi, x,] is not all of [a, b]. In 
particular, suppose that i > 0. We now show how to find a larger interval 
[x,, x,] and a corresponding set of nri A-points which are poised with 
respect o S,. First we try the interval [x0, x,] with the set Toj of A-points 
obtained by adding n -n++ , p oints from Tn [x0, xi). The hypothesis 
(2.14) assures that there are at least IZ - ni,k+ 1 + 1 points to choose from, 
and thus we can always make sure that the chosen points (which we 
choose as large as possible) mesh with the points of T, to form an A-set. 
Now we claim that 
j- 1 
NC x,,x,~(Toj) a C m,, p = l,...,j- 1 (2.18) 
This is automatic for p = i + l,...,j- 1 since T, satisfies (1.32). For p = i, we 
have 
Now suppose 1 <p d i- 1. It is known (cf. [13]) that 
i- 1 j-l i- 1 
nii=noj- C Et,= C m,- C 6ii,. 
409/108,‘2-12 
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Using (1. 1 1 )-( 1.17), we also know that 
r-l p-1 
n---o,--n,,k+l =“~o~v-“~om” 
If this quantity is positive, then hypothesis (2.16) assures that To, contains 
at least this many points in (x,, xi). Thus in any case we have 
NC xp,.x,](TOj) 3 n,j + n - nOfl - ni,k + 1 
1--I i-l i-- 1 P--1 j- 1 
=Eom”-“?o 
A,+ 1 fit,- 1 m,> 1 m,., 
“=O LJ=O “=&I 
and we have proved (2.18). If 
g-1 
N [.qLx,)(TOJ B c *,, p = l,...,j- 1, (2.19) 
“=O 
then [x0, xi] is the larger interval we said we would construct. But using 
(1.32), we see that 
r=O “=; 
and thus (2.19) holds for p = l,...,j- 1. Thus, if it fails, it must be for some 
1 <p<i-- 1, say 
P-1 
N~x,&Toj) < c St,. 
“=O 
This would mean that the interval [xP, x,] has npj = nii + Ct;L fi, A-points 
in it. Either these points are poised with respect to S,, or we can shrink 
the interval still further. This process has to end after a finite number of 
steps, and we end up with a larger interval as asserted. This completes our 
proof of (2.11). 
To finish the proof of this theorem, we must now show that (2.12) holds. 
Fix l<v,< ... -cv “-,<n+m, and suppose v,E{v,< ... ccv,+,}= 
(l,..., n + m}\{vl ,..., v,- ,} is such that T “,,..., TV,-,, T, is poised with 
respect o S. In particular, let t,, E T,, i = l,..., n - 1 and t, E T, be points 
such that P, = P, u {f,,} is poised with respect to S, where P, = 
it “, ,..., t,“-, }. Since P, is poised, we must have 
j- I 
N po,x,)(Pz) 2 c R”> j = l,..., k, 
V=O 
N (x,.xk+lI(pz) 2 5 mv, j = l,..., k. 
” =j 
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Suppose now that r is the smallest integer such that 
r-1 
N [xo,x,,(PJ< c fi”. 
“=O 
It follows from (2.14) that at least one of the choices q =p - 1 or q =p + 1 
gives a set TV, with a point in [x0, x,). The analysis now breaks into two 
cases. 
Case 1. q =p + 1. Let tVq be the largest point in TV, n [x0, x,) and define 
P, = P, u { tY,}. We claim T “,,..., Tyn-,, Tyq is poised with respect to S. To 
show this, it suffices to show that P, is poised which we do by checking the 
interlacing conditions as given in Lemma 1.6. By construction it is clear 
that 
j-l 
&,,x,,(Pd 2 1 fii,, j = l,..., k. (2.20) 
V=O 
On the other hand, since tvq is further to the right than tvp, it is also clear 
that 
j = l,..., k. (2.21) 
Case 2. q =p - 1. Let tvy and P, be as in case 1. Clearly P, satisfies 
(2.20) and also (2.21) for j=r ,..., k. It remains to check (2.21) for 
1 <j < r - 1. There are two subcases. 
(A) Suppose n--oj-n,k+, =C~=jm,-Cf=,Kz,QO. Then by our 
choice of r, 
(2.22) 
It follows that 
NC x,,x~+,,(Pd2 %x,,x~+,,(PJ B i k fii,3 C m,. Y=r v=j 
(B) SUppOSe a: = n -no, - nj,, + I > 0. Then by (2.16), f-s alternates 
at least CI times on the interval (xi, x,). If tvqE (xi, x,], then (2.21) is 
automatically satisfied for j. If not, then we conclude that 
N(,,,,,(P,) 2 ct + 1 - 1 = a. 
Combining this with (2.22) gives (2.21) for j. 1 
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Theorem 2.5 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a spline s to be 
a strongly unique best approximation of a functionf: Since a strongly uni- 
que best approximation is automatically a unique best approximation, con- 
ditions (2.13)-(2.16) are sufficient conditions for uniqueness. In general, 
however, these conditions are not necessary for uniqueness. Indeed, it is 
known (cf. [S]) that since there are functions in C[a, b]\S with more than 
one best approximation, there must be at least one such function which has 
a unique best approximation which is not strongly unique. This leads us to 
the question of finding necessary conditions for uniqueness. Our next 
theorem gives such conditions. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that s is a unique best approximation of 
fE C[a, b]\S from S. Then 
‘4 [a,b,(f- s) > 4 (2.23) 
A po,.y,j(f- $1 b n - nj.k + I 2 j = I,..., k, (2.24) 
A [.x,..vk+i](f- s, 2 n - nOi7 i = l,..., k, (2.25) 
A c.y,..r,j(f- S) 2 n - *a, - nj.k+ I 2 1 <i<jbk. (2.26) 
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 2.1 of [ 123 in exactly the 
same way as Theorem 2.5 followed from Theorem 1.1 of [ 123. 1 
It should be observed that the conditions of Theorem 2.6 are very closely 
related to the conditions of Theorem 2.5. Indeed, the only difference is that 
the statements in Theorem 2.6 are all about closed intervals, while in 
Theorem 2.5 they deal with half-open and open intervals. 
In the remainder of this section we deal with selection schemes for 
generalized spline approximation. We recall some terminology. Given a 
function f~ C[a, b], we define 
9(f) = {s E S: s is a best approximation off}. (2.27) 
The mapping which associates Y(f) with fis called the metric projection. A 
mapping P: C[a, b] -+ S with the property 
Pf E Y’(f) for every f E C[a, b] (2.28) 
is called a selection for the metric projection. 
The construction of a selection with nice properties can be quite difficult. 
Two properties which are desirable are pointwise Lipschitz continuity and 
quasi-linearity. A selection P is said to be pointwise Lipschitz continuous 
provided that for every f E C[a, b], there exists a constant Lf> 0 such that 
Pf-@I( GL/ If-fli all YE C[a, b]. 
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A selection P is said to be quasi-linear provided that 
P(af+ /Is) = aPf+ ps all ~1, pE R, s E S, and f~ C[a, b]. 
The following theorem gives conditions on the spline space which assure 
the existence of a selection with both of these properties. 
THEOREM 2.7. The space S admits a quasi-linear pointwise-lipschitz-con- 
tinuous selection if and only if 
no nontrivial s E S vanishes on two separated intervals. (2.29) 
Proof Since we are assuming that S has the interlacing property, 
Theorem 1.7 assures that conditions (1.24), (1.25) are satisfied. It then 
follows from Theorem 3.1 of [24] that (2.29) is equivalent to the existence 
of a continuous selection. But it was proved in Theorem 2.8 of [l] that 
continuous selections exist if and only if quasi-linear pointwise-lipschitz- 
continuous ones do. 1 
3. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION BY GENERALIZED TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINES 
In this section we restrict our attention to an interesting class of 
generalized splines which has enough additional structure to permit us to 
give a complete characterization of when a spline is a unique best 
approximation of a functionf: We begin by introducing the class of splines 
of interest. Let w E Cmei[a, 61, i= 1, 2 ,..., m, and define 
UI(X) = W,(X)? 
uz(x) = WI(X) j-* wh) ds,, 
a 
(3.1) 
u,(x) = w,(x) j- wz(sz) s”... J’“-’ w,(s,) ds;..ds,. 
(I a a 
These functions form a canonical Extended-Complete-Tchebycheff (ECT) 
system on [a, b]. We write U = span{u, ..., u,}. Let N= (n, ,..., nk) be a 
vector of integers with 0 < ni < m, i = O,..., k, and set 
Ui=SpaIl{Uj}JT,, i = O,..., k. (3.2) 
Suppose now that R = (rl,..., rk) is a vector of integers with 0 < ri< ni, 
i = I,..., k. 
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DEFINITION 3.1 (Generalized Tchebychefhan splines). Given a partition 
A={a= xg<x, < ‘.. <Xk+1= h} of the interval [a, b], we define the 
space of generalized Tchebycheffian (gT) splines by 
S( U; N; R; A) = {s: s ( It E Ui, i = O,..., k with (3.3) 
.j.-’ s(x,) = LY~Ls(xi),j= l,..., Y, and i= l,..., k} 
This class of gT-splines is a special case of the generalized splines con- 
sidered in Section 2. For a detailed study of their structural, zero, and 
interpolation properties, see [14]. There it was shown that if S is a 
gT-spline space as in (3.3), then it has the interlacing property 
(cf. Definition 1.5). It follows that all of the results of Section 2 apply to 
gT-splines. Our aim in this section is to carry the theory a little further by 
giving a complete characterization of unique best approximation. 
Before stating the main result of this section, we introduce some Green’s 
functions which will serve as useful tools. For each 1 <j < m, let 
0, X<Y, 
gjtxi Y I= 
w,(x)s‘w2(s2) j”... j+‘wj(sj)dsi~~~ds~, xay 
(3.4) 
J ? I’ 
and 
I w,(x) s’ wz(sz) r- s’ wj(sj) dsj...ds,, X<Y, 2,(x; Y) = + 32 “,-I (3.5) 0, X>Y, 
where w1 ,..., w, are the functions appearing in the definition (3.1) of the 
ECT-system. 
In the case of Tchebychefhan splines (cf. [23]), the functions g, and 2, 
can be used to construct a one-sided basis for the spline space. Here this is 
not possible because our gT-splines change nature from interval to interval. 
However, certain of these Green’s functions are locally in our spline space 
S. In particular (cf. Sects. 9.2 and 9.3 of [23]), 
g, +jk Xi) E s I [x0,*,+ 1) for j = l,..., mi (3.6) 
and 
lTr,+jCxi X )ESl(x,-~,r~+~l forj = l,..., Si- 1, (3.7) 
for i = l,..., k, where we recall that mi = ni - r, while kiP, = n, _, - ri. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose thatfand g are functions in C[a, b] and that 
a < t < b. Then we say that f is flat from the right at t with respect to g 
provided that 
(3.8) 
Similarly, we say that f is flat from the left at t with respect o g provided 
that 
(3.9) 
We are now ready to characterize uniqueness of best approximations. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a generalized Tchebycheffian spline space in 
C[a, b], and let f be a function in C[a, b]\S. Then SE S is a unique best 
approximation off from S zf and only tf the conditions (2.23t(2.26) along 
with the following all hold simultaneously: 
for all j =. 1 ,..., k such that mjij 1 3 1, the function f - s is flat 
from the lef at xi with respect o g,,+ 1 whenever (3.10) 
(4 AC,,,,,,(f-s)=n-nj,k+l- 1, 
(b) A Cx,,x,,( f - s) = n - noj - nj,k + 1 - 1 > 0 for some 1 6 i < j; 
for all i = l,..., k such that mi > 1, the function f-s is jlat 
from the right at xi with respect o gr,+ , whenever (3.11) 
(4 A (X,,Xk+,l(f-s)=n-n,j-l, 
(b) A(,,,x,,(f-s)=n-n,i-nj,k+, - 120 some i<j<k; 
for all i = l,..., k such that mi 3 1 and for all j= i + l,..., k, 
such that fijij-, 2 1, the function f-s is flat from the right 
at xi with respect to g,+ 1 or flat from the left at xi with 
respect o gr,+ I whenever (3.12) 
Ac,yl,x,,(f - s) = n - noi - nj,k + I- 1 2 0. 
Proof: Suppose s is a unique best approximation of jI Then Theorem 
2.6 asserts that (2.23)-(2.26) hold. We now show that (3.10) must also 
hold. Suppose that for some 1 <j < k, xj is an extreme point off-s with 
fijii- 1 b 1 and A cx,,,,Jf - s) = n - nj,k + 1 - 1, but that f-s is not flat from 
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the left at x, with respect to g,,+ i. This means that for some E> 0 and 
6>0, 
I(f-S)(Xj)- (f-s)(x)l >&iv,+ lCxi xj)3 x,-kx<x,. 
Then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 of [ 151, we can show that 
there exists a nontrivial SE Sj,k+, such that s + S is also a best 
approximation off from S. This contradicts the uniqueness assumption on 
s. The case where (3.10)(b) fails is similar. The proof of (3.11) and (3.12) 
proceeds along the same lines. 
We turn now to the converse. Suppose that f~ C[a, b]\S and that s E S 
is such that (2.23)-(2.26) and (3.10)-(3.12) all hold. Property (2.23) assures 
that s is a best approximation ofJ: We now show that it is unique. Suppose 
that s” E S is another best approximation off, and let e = s -L We need to 
show that e E 0. By Theorem 2.3 we already know that e must vanish iden- 
tically on at least an interval of the form [xi, x,]. We now show that this 
interval must be all of [a, b]. We divide the analysis into two cases. 
Case 1. e=O on [xi, x.~] but on no other subinterval of [a, b]. 
We show that this leads to a contradiction if 0 < i or j< k + 1. To be 
specific, suppose that j < k + 1. By (2.25), ACx,,xk+,l(f- s) > n - noj = 
*j,k + 1 - r,. Thus, we can choose alternating extreme points t, < . . . < 
t n,,k+,pr,+l Of.fps in cxjyxk+l 1. If possible, we choose these points such 
that xj< t,. If we are forced to take xj= t,, then (3.11)(a) asserts thatf-s 
is flat at xi with respect o g,+, . Now we claim that 
AC,“,~k+,,(f-~)<ny.k+L 41 v=j+ L..,k. (3.13) 
Indeed, if (3.13) were to fail for some such v, then by the proof of Theorem 
2.2, there would exist a subinterval of [x,, xk+ 1] where e=O, con- 
tradicting our hypothesis for this case. Let p be the first integer with 
j<p<k+ 1 such that A cX,,X,,(f- s) 3 nj,, - rj. By (3.13) and the definition 
of p, 
t n,p-n,~p-r,+l <Xv<tn,“-r,+l, v =j + l,..., p - 1. (3.14) 
Clearly e has a zero in each interval [t,, t, + i]. In each such interval we 
take the largest such zero and number the resulting set as 
Z n,ml+ll < ..’ <z,,-,,,, where tv<z,,-,+,<t,+l, V= l,..., nj-i,,-nj-i. We 
note that at most’ two of the z’s can coincide at any one point, and 
moreover, when this happens, e must maintain one sign throughout a 
neighborhood of this point. Let z1 < . . . <z,,_, be arbitrary points in 
[x, _ I, xj). We now have 
Z “,-I.p-n”,p~Xv<Zn,-L.“’ v =j + l,..., p - 1, (3.15) 
Z *, - I., ~ q/J =.Z n,~~-r,<xj~z~,-~+I=z~,_~J+l. (3.16) 
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(A) If < holds on the right in (3.16), then we note that on 
Cxj-I,xpl~ eESj-l,p, and since e has zeros (zl ,..., z,,-,~} satisfying the 
interlacing property with respect to Sj- l,P, Lemma 1.10 implies that e c 0 
on [xi- ,, xP]. This is a contradiction of our assumption that e does not 
vanish on any interval outside of [xi, xj]. 
(B) If xi = z,,~ ,J + 1 = t, , we know that f- s is flat from the right at xj 
with respect o g, + 1. Now suppose that for xi < x < xi+ 1, 
4x) = ar, + i g, + I (xi xj) + ’ ’ ’ + a,g,(x: xj). 
If a,,+, #O, we claim that the flatness off-s implies e has a zero in 
(xi, xj+ 1] contradicting our assumption that z,,-, + 1 was chosen to be the 
largest zero in the interval [x,, xi+ 1]. To show this, we apply 1’Hospital’s 
rule rj times, to obtain 
gAxi xj) 
!~gr,+l(x:xj)=o~ I = rj + 2,..., nj. (3.17) 
Now suppose that there exists E > 0 such that (f-s)(x) e(x) >O for all 
xi < x < x, + E. Then since f-s if flat from the right at xi with respect to 
g, I + , , there exists a sequence (y,) in (xi, xi + E) converging to xi such that 
I~f~S~~Xj~~~f~~s)~~~~l~la~,+~I~I~~,+~~x~xj~l/2 all m. (3.18) 
It follows from (3.17) and (3.18) that for sufficiently large m, 
Ilf-4 2 l(f-wY,)l = I(f-s)(v,)-(s”-s)(y,)l 
= I(f- S)(Y?n)l + IF- S)(YJl 
= l(f-s)(Ym)l + la,+ Igr,+ l(Ym; xj) 
+ . . . + %,gn,(Ym; x,)1 
> I(f-S)(YP71)l + I’rj+ 1 I ’ l&Y?,+ lO’PIi xj)l12 
’ I(f-s)(xj)l = llf-sll. 
This contradiction implies e has a zero in (tl, t2], and we have obtained 
the asserted contradiction of the assumption that z,,-, + 1 is the largest zero 
of e in the interval [x,, xj+ 1]. 
Suppose now that a,,, 1 = 0. In this case we can consider e as an element 
of Sj-,,$= S(U; IV; R; d) on [Xj-,, xp], where N= (+, ,..., nP-,), 
R = (rj + 1, rj+ I ,..., rp- 1), and d = {xi ,..., xP- 1 }. This space has dimension 
1, and it is easy to see that e has zeros at the points of 
22[,T,..., z, ,-,. ,>\bn ,-,,, + I > which are poised with respect to gj- l,P. 
Lemma 1.10 again leads to a contradiction. 
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Case 2. e vanishes identically on at least two subintervals. 
In particular, suppose that e = 0 on [xi, xi] u [x,, x,], but on no sub- 
interval of [xi, x,]. By (2.26), A Cx,7x,,(f- s) Z n,/ - rI - r/. We may assume 
that ni, - ri - Y, > 0 since otherwise, it is clear that e belongs to the space 
sj- 1./f 1 of dimension nj_ i - ri +- nj, + n, - rl < ni_ i + n,. Since e vanishes 
on C~i-l,~,l~Cx~~x~+l , ] it follows that e vanishes throughout 
Lxj-l, xI+1 1. This contradicts the hypothesis for this case. 
We now choose alternating extremal points t, < ... < t,,,-,,- r,+, off-s 
in [x,, x,]. If possible we choose X, < t, and tyer,-,.,+ I <x,. By 
(3.10)-(3.12), if we are forced to choose xj= t,, then e must be flat from 
the right at xj with respect to g,, 1. Similarly, if we are forced to choose 
t ?I,, - i-, - r, + 1 = x,, then e must be flat from the left at x, with respect o gr,+, . 
Now if A ~,,,,j(f- 3) 2 njp - ri for some j<p<l or if 
A c.v,,,.x,l(f- 4 2 flu, - rl for some j< v < I, we can argue as in Case 1 to 
obtain a contradiction. Thus, we may now assume that 
A cX,,.X,,(f- s) < n,,, - r, and A rY,,.r,,(f- s) < n,, - rI for all v = j + l,..., I - 1. 
This implies 
t n,,/+l-n,,/+l-l,+l<X”<t~,,~~‘,+I’ v=j+ l)...) l- 1. (3.19) 
Now each interval [t,, t,+l] contains at least one zero of e. We take the 
largest zero in each such interval (except for v = n,! - ri - r,, where we take 
the smallest one), and denote them by t, 6 z,,-, + y 6 t,, , . Then 
z n,-,,,+,-““,,+,<X”<Z~,-,,“+l~ v=j+ l,..., I- 1. (3.20) 
Let z, < ... <z,,-, be any points in (x,- i, x,) and z, ,-,,,- r,+ i < ... < 
Z ‘?,- ,,,+, any points in (x,, x,+ i ). Then we have 
Z n,-~,~+~~~,,~+~<~j~~~,-~,,+l~ (3.21) 
Z “,-I.,+ 1 _ w+ 1 =z n,-,,,-r,GX/<Zn ,-,,, +I’ (3.22) 
(A) If +<z, ,-,., +] and z, ,-,.,- r,<x,, we have eESj-l,c+l on 
Cxj-13 x/+1 ] with a poised set of zeros z, < ... <z,~-,,+,. By Lemma 1.10 
’ this implies e = 0 on this interval, a contradiction. 





forxE CxjP xj+ 11, 
r,+ l&f,,, lb? XI) + ... > for x E (x,- 1, x,]. 
If- a,,+1 ZO and xj=zy,;tJ+lv then the flatness at xj implies that 
Z n,~l ,+ I > xj, a contradition. A similar argument applies if &,+ , # 0. 
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Finally, if both of these coefficients are zero, then we can show that e 
belongs to a spline space with increased smoothness, and Lemma 1.10 leads 
to a contradiction as before. 1 
4. L,-APPROXIMATION 
In this section we consider approximation of functions in C[a, b] by 
generalized splines where the approximation error is measured in the usual 
L,-norm. Throughout this section we assume that S is a space of 
generalized splines satisfying the interlacing condition given in Definition 
1.5. Since S is a finite dimensional linear space, it follows that for each 
f~ C[a, b], there exists at least one best approximation in S. Our first 
result deals with uniqueness. 
THEOREM 4.1. Each f E C[a, b] has a unique best L,-approximation from 
s. 
Proof: Since we have assumed that S has the interlacing property, it 
follows that it has properties (1.24), (1.25) in Theorem 1.7. The result now 
follows immediately from Theorem 1.14 of [25]. 1 
Our next result will show that best L,-approximations for certain 
functions f can be computed by solving an appropriate interpolation 
problem. We need some additional notation. Let { si ,..., s,) be a basis for S. 
Then we define 
K(S 1 ,..., s,) = f E C[a, b]: D 
Sl,.**, s,, f 
20 
foralla<t,< ... <t,+,<b , 
where the symbol D stands for the determinant formed from the functions 
listed in the top row at the points listed in the bottom row (cf. the notation 
in [7]). We now define 
K(S) = K(s I,...) s,) u -K(s, )...) s,). (4.2) 
K(S) is called the convexity cone of S. While (4.1) involves a specific basis, 
it is not hard to see that K(S) does not depend on what basis we select for 
S. 
Before showing how to compute best approximations of functions 
feK(S) by interpolation, we need the following result. 
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THEOREM 4.2. There exists a unique set of points T = {t, ,..., t,} with 
a=t,< “’ <t,+,=bsuch that 
icO(-l)i i)~+‘r(x)dx=O for aUsES (4.3) 
and such that T is poised with respect to S. 
Discussion. The existence of a set T such that (4.3) holds follows from a 
theorem of Micchelli for general Weak-Tchebycheff subspaces of C[a, b]. 
The fact that there is a unique set T which is also poised is established in 
[25]. A set of points T satisfying (4.3) is called a set of canonicaEpoints. 
We are ready for our main theorem on the computation of best L,-spline 
approximations. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T= {t, ,..., t,} be the unique set of canonical points 
discussed in Theorem 4.2. Then for every f E K(S), its unique best L,- 
approximation s/from S is uniquely determined as the solution of the inter- 
polation problem 
Sjoi) =f (tA i = l,..., n. (4.4) 
Proof: The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 in [25]. 1 
We turn now to the problem of best one-sided L,-approximation. Given 
f E C[a, b], let 
,S(f)= {sES:f(x)>s(x) for all a<x<b}. (4.5) 
Then if da is a nonnegative finite measure, we say that s is a best one-sided 
L,-approximation (from below) off provided that 
i‘” Cf (x) - s(x)1 da(x) G j-” [f(x) -&)I d@) a a 
all g 6 S(f ). (4.6) 
The existence of best one-sided approximations is easy to show. We con- 
sider now the question of uniqueness. In this connection, it was shown in 
[31] that if n 2 2 and S contains a strictly positive function, there is at 
least one function f E C[a, b] which has more than one best one-sided L,- 
approximation. Thus, to get uniqueness, we have to restrict f further. We 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be a space of generalized Tchebycheffiian splines as 
in Definition 3.1, and suppose that ni 2 3, i= 0 ,..., k and ri> 2, i= l,..., k. 
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Then every function f E C’[a, b] has a unique best one-sided L,- 
approximation from S. 
Proof: We may apply Theorem 3.6 of [27]. To do this, we need to 
check its hypotheses. First, by Corollary 3.7 of [14], S satisfies (1.24), 
(1.25). It follows that S contains a strictly positive function. It remains to 
check that for every nontrivial s E S, there exist knots x, < xj such that 
where 
Z(Z,(s) n Z,) <dim S,- 1, (4.7) 
Z,(s)= {XE [a,b]:s(x)=s’(x)=O if XE(LZ, b) 
and s(x)=0 if xE {a, b}}, (4.8) 
if a < xi < xj < b, 
if a = xi < xj < b, 
if a < xi -C xj = 6, 
if a = xi < xj = b, 
s,= {SES:SEO on [a, b]\Z,} 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
and where in general, if T is a subset of [a, b], 
Z(T) = number of points in T counting each point in (a, 6) twice. (4.11) 
The integer Z(T) is called the index of the set T. The proof of (4.7) 
follows from the same arguments used to prove Theorem 3.7 in [27] with 
the only change being that the ordinary derivative is replaced by the 
operator L, defined by L,f = D(f/w,), where w1 is the first function in the 
ECT-system defined in (3.1). 1 
We conclude this section with a result on principal representations for 
certain positive measures. To state the result we need to recall some ter- 
minology. A nonnegative finite measure dcr defined on [a, b] is called 
positive with respect to S provided that 
s(x) da(x) > 0 for all nontrivial nonnegative s E S. (4.12) 
A positive measure dcr, is called discrete provided that 
5 
abflx) dclO(x) = f Bjftfj) for alIfE C[a, b], (4.13) 
i= 1 
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where a<t,< ... < t, 6 b and 8, >O, i= l,..., m. We call the set 
T= it,,..., t, j the support of da,. We call Z(q) = I( T), where Z(T) is 
defined as in (4.11) the index oft. A discrete measure dcr, is called a prin- 
cipal representation of a measure dol (with respect to S) provided that 
Z(a,) = n and 
j-” s(x) dcr,(x) = j” s(x) da(x) for all s E S. (4.14) 
a ‘I 
We call a principal representation upper provided that b is contained in its 
support and lower provided that b is not in its support. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let S be a space qf generalized Tchebycheffian splines 
with n,> 3, i= O,..., k and ri > 2, i = l,..., k. Then every measure which is 
positive with respect to S has unique upper and lower principal represen- 
tations. 
Proof Theorem 4.4 asserts that S is a U, space, (see [30] and Remark 
18). As we saw in the proof of Theorem 4.4, S is a Weak-Tchebycheff sub- 
space of C’[a, b] which contains a strictly positive function. The result 
follows from Theorem 3.2 in [31]. [ 
Both Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 can also be established for another class of 
generalized splines introduced in [ 131. Given a partition A = {xi}:, sup- 
pose that Vi = span { vi, ,..., v~,~,} are Tchebycheff subspaces of C[x,, xi+ i] 
for i= O,..., k. Suppose that p is a nonnegative integer, and that 
w,E CPf”[a, b] are positive on [a, b], i = l,..., p. If p = 0, we define 
ui= v,, i = O,..., k. (4.15) 
If p > 0, we define 
where 
h(x) = W,(X)> 
d,(x)=w,(x) j~~wz(yz)~I’z~~~~+p~‘wp(y~)dy~~~~dy2. 
(4.17) 
u a u 
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Associated with these spaces, we define 
SE (.SEP[& b]:Sl,,E Ui, i=O ,..., k}. (4.18) 
It is shown in Theorem 5.4 of [13] that this generalized spline space has 
the interlacing property. Theorem 1.7 then ensures that S also satisfies 
(1.24), (1.25). Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 follow. 
5. REMARKS 
(1) For more on generalized spline spaces, see [23] and the historical 
notes sections therein. 
(2) For a discussion of the history of the interlacing property 
introduced in Definition 1.5, see [13]. 
(3) For polynomial and Tchebychefian splines, the characterization of 
best approximating splines expressed in Theorem 2.2 was established in 
[19] and [22]. F or such splines, the existence of a uniqueness interval was 
also established there. The analogous results for generalized spline spaces 
consisting of continuously composed Haar subspaces were obtained in 
[24], under the additional assumption that the splines have at most one 
zero interval. 
(4) Using Theorem 2.5, it can be shown that not only is there always a 
uniqueness interval associated with each function f, but that there is at 
least one interval on which any best approximating spline is strongly uni- 
que. This would lead, as in Theorem 2.3, to a uniquely defined strong uni- 
queness set. 
(5) The characterization of strongly unique best approximating splines 
given in Theorem 2.5 was established for Tchebychellian splines in 
[ 11, 121, which we have followed here. 
(6) Necessary conditions of the form found in Theorem 2.6 for the uni- 
queness of best approximating splines were first established in [28] for 
Tchebycheffian splines. General results for approximation by Weak- 
Tchebycheff spaces were obtained in [12]. 
(7) The search for sufficient conditions for uniqueness of uniform best 
approximating splines began in [ 191 and [22] where certain sufficient con- 
ditions were given for approximation by polynomial splines. In [28] it was 
shown that conditions (2.13)-(2.16) (which we now know are equivalent to 
strong uniqueness) were sufficient for uniqueness in the case of Tchebychef- 
fian splines. 
(8) The concept of flatness which is essential for closing the gap 
between necessary and sufficient conditions for uniqueness of best 
approximating splines was introduced in [15], where Theorem 3.3 was 
established for polynomial splines. 
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(9) If a functionfhas a best approximating spline s such thatf- s does 
not have any extreme points at the knots of the spline, then the conditions 
for uniqueness and for strong uniqueness coincide. 
(10) A characterization of continous selections of the metric projection 
for Tchebychefian splines was given in [ 161. The equivalence of (2.29) for 
polynomial splines with the existence of a quasi-linear pointwise-lipschitz- 
continuous selection was established in [ 13. 
( 11) It is well known (cf. [ 3, p. 821) that if f has a strongly unique best 
approximation, then the metric projection is pointwise-lipschitz-con- 
tinuous at 1: 
(12) A sufficient condition for the pointwise-Lipschitz-continuity of the 
metric projection at a function f was given for Tchebycheffran splines in 
[22]. This condition was shown to be sufficient for strong uniqueness of 
best Tchebycheffian spline approximations in [lo] and [21]. 
(13) Generalized Tchebycheflian splines were introduced in [ 141, where 
it is shown that they possess many of the properties of ordinary polynomial 
splines. 
(14) The assertion of Theorem 4.1 was established in [29 J and [S J for 
Tchebycheffian splines. For spline spaces consisting of continuously com- 
posed Haar systems (all of the same dimension), the result was established 
in [2]. In [25], it was established for continuously composed Haar 
systems allowing different dimensions provided that they satisfy property 
(1.25). 
(15) For a version of Theorem 4.3 for arbitrary Weak-Tchebycheff 
spaces contained in C[a, b], see [9]. 
(16) For more on canonical representations of measures, see [7]. 
(17) The assertion of Theorem 4.4 was established for certain Haar 
spaces in [4], and for polynomial splines in [ 181. 
(18) For details on U, spaces, see [31]. 
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